
Set temperature by pressing 
down and releasing up/down  
arrow buttons. Recommended  
temperature for storing human 
remains is between 38-40º.



MERCSystem® Breakdown

Power off unit and unplug from 
outlet.

Remove all supply hoses from 
cooling pads or bags, depending 
on which system is in operation. 

Replace plastic manifold covers. 

Remove all supply hoses from 
manifolds. 

Remove lid from machine and 
then carefully remove lid from 
cooling solution tank. Place both 
lids to side of machine. 

Disconnect manifold lines from 
machine.

To save and reuse cooling  
solution, carefully empty any  
remaining solution in supply/
return lines by draining lines into 
cooling solution tank. Always 
drain fluid from the cooling  
solution tanks in machines. Use 
operator’s manual to locate drain.

Replace both lids, making sure 
they are properly secured.

Step 9: Roll up hoses and store 
cooling pads or bags. See  
operator’s manual for storage 
recommendations. 

Step 10: Store unit.
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Refractometer
A refractometer is the best method for testing propylene glycol - which is 
used in the MERC® cooling solution (aka heat transfer fluid). A  
refractometer is fast and easy-to-use with an easy-to-read scale. It’s the 
most accurate testing method available for determining freeze point and 
concentration of coolants. A refractometer can be ordered from Mortuary 
Response Solutions Part # MRS-7084VP

MERCSystem® Power Specifications

2-Ton Models
Full Load Amp Rating: approximately 22 at 230|1|60
Generator: 8,000 to 10,000 watt starting (surge) rating and 7,000 to 7,500 watt
continuous load rating
Plug requirement: 2-Ton 230|1|60 twist lock plug = L6-30P, 30 Amp

1-Ton Models
Full Load Amp Rating: approximately 15 at 230|1|60
Generator: 6,000 to 8,000 watt starting (surge) rating and 5,000 to 5,500 watt
continuous load rating
Plug requirement: 1-Ton 230|1|60 twist lock plug = L6-20P, 20 Amp

3/4-Ton Models
Full Load Amp Rating: approximately 22 at 115|1|60
Generator: 4,000 to 5,000 watt starting (surge) rating and 3,000 to 3,500 watt 
continuous load rating
Plug requirement: 3/4-Ton 230|1|60 twist lock plug = L6-20P, 20 Amp

Frequently Asked Questions
What is the best temperature for cooling human remains? Between 38 & 40 degrees Fahrenheit, will turn on 2 degrees above set 
temperature and off 2 degrees below set temperature.

What is the mix ratio for the 100% cooling solution (aka heat transfer fluid)?  Approximately a 70/30 mix water to DowFrost. You 
want to mix it so it has a freeze point somewhere between -10 and +10 degree Fahrenheit. The solution is now available  
pre-mixed. 

Does the system need to be left on when not in use? No. You can turn the system on when you need it and off when you do not 
need it. 

Is the cooling solution reusable? Yes. You can recover the fluid for later use. It must be kept in sealed air tight buckets and tested 
before using again to make sure it still has a freeze point between -10 & +10 degree Fahrenheit. You can also leave the fluid in the 
MERC® unit when not in use as long as it is not left for an extended amount of time without use.

Can the unit be used with straight water? Yes, but for training only and the temperature must be set above 50 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Be sure all water is drained when finished with training.  

Does the MERC®System have a warranty? The warranty on the MERC® Series 1 and 2 lasts for one year after manufacturer’s 
training. The training must be scheduled within six months of receipt of freight or warranty will be voided. The warranty on the 
MERC® Series 3 lasts for one year after receipt of unit. 

Are the cooling pads disposable? No. The cooling pads should be sanitized and reused. 

Should the cooling pad be placed on top of the body bag or on top of the remains?  The cooling pad should be placed directly 
on top of the remains. The MERCSystem® works through direct contact cooling. The pad should be placed to cover as much of the 
body as possible from the neck down. 
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